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ABSTRACT 
While significimt advances have been made in recent years to 
improve speech recognition performance. and more recently, gcs. 
ture and handwriting recognition as well, speech- and pen-based 
systems have s1ill not found broad acceptance in everyday lite. 
One reason for this is the lnfle)(Jbillty of each input modality when 
used alone. Human communication is very natural and Hexlble 
because we can take advantage of a mulllpllclty of communica
tion signals working In concett to supply complementary informs• 
tion or increase robustness with redundancy. In this paper we 
present a muhirnodal interface capable of jointly interpreting 
speech. pen-based gestures. and handwriting in the context of an 
appointment schedulini; application. The interpret.if.ion engine 
based on semantic frame merging corr~ctly interprets 80% of a 
mullimodal data set assuming perfect speech and gesture/hand• 
writing rccognillon: in the presence of recognition errors the inter• 
prct.1tion perfom1ance is in the range of 35-62%. A dialog 
processing scheme 11ses ~$Ii; domain knowledge to guide the user 
In supplying information and permits human--<:omputcr interac
tions to span several related multimodal Input events. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Speech recognition is coming of age and is being incorporated 
imo modem computer systems. Although pen input processing Is 
still in its infancy compared lo speech, pen-based systems nave 
begun to appear in U1e fomi of personal digital assistants (PDAs) 
and pen laptops. However. current speech and pen systems arc 
s1111 not very popular and dicl not live up to the promise of bring• 
ing the Jl()Wcr of computing to the population at large. 1beir fail
ure is partly due to us=' frustrations generated by inadequate 
recognition performance, especially for handwriting recognition. 
However, this failure is ~lso an Indication that current systems are 
100 inJlcxiblc for the important task of facllitatlng lhe use of com
puters for everyone, especially people who may not be computer• 
literate. PDA users frustrated by gesture and handwriting rccogni• 
tion errors would naturally wish they could talk to their machines 
to correct the errors or simply to ~void having to write everything. 
l,lkewise users of speech-enabled systems quickly fin(I out that 
there are tasks that cannot be conveniently expressed by spoken 
commands but wouid be enormously simpHficd by the ability to 
point to or circle objects on the screen in addition to speaking 
commands. These intuitive a.sscrtions were confirmed by a user 
study [I) c-0nducted ~I Carnegie Mellon University, in which peo
ple interacting wiLh a computer much preferred a combination of 
both sp~ch and gesn,r0s QV~t .p.;ech Or se•lure, alone. Our ()WT! 

experiments with a c!l.lcn<lar interface also show that when given a 
choic<!, p"ople tend to use the communication method (or rneth• 

ods) most suitable for tile task at hand lllld freely switch among 
available metho<b. 

Research effons at our lnterncllve Systems Laboratories 
(Carnegie Mellon University anti University of Karlsruhe) are 
focused on producing a sensible and useful user interface by inte• 
grating mulllple input modalities, rather rhan building better 
speech and gesture recognizers alone. An inicrface supporting the 
kind of highly flexible interaction we envision must be capable of 
integrating information from both speech and non-verhal input 
sources lo arrive at a correct understanding of complete multi mo
dal events. Some of our initial works alo11g tbls line have been 
rep0rted In previous pllblicntions (2][3][4]l5]. This paper presents 
an approach 10 integrating speech, pcn-ba.~ed gestures, and hand. 
writing, In the context of an appointment scheduling application. 
A muhhnodal interpretation engine jointly interprets inforrnatinn 
from all Input sources by merging semantic frames. A domain, 
independent dialog processot maintains c-0ntex1 information 
across input events. We evaluated the system with data collected 
in a user study conducted using the Wizard-of-Oz paradigm [6]. 

2. JEANIE: A MULTIMODAL CALENDAR 
We have developed a prototype of a muhlmodal interface for an 
appointment scheduling program. A person using our Jeanie mu I
ii modal c.ilendat can employ any combination of spoken input, 
gesturing with a pen on a touch-sensitive screen, or handwritten 
words to interact witti the system. In typical scenarios, the user 
might say "Schedule a meeting on Monday'' while at the same 
lime drawing a box on the culenaar to indicate where the new 
meeting should be Inserted; write words on the newly scheduled 
meeting to annotate it; draw a cross on another meeting to cancel 
h; or p0int to a meeting and say "Reschedule this on Tuesday'' or 
simply draw an arrow from that meeting to the new time slot on 
l\Jcsday. 

An earlier version of this system was described in (41. The 
interpretation engine in that system was bastd on an infonnation
theoretic conncctionist network [7] capable of incremental learn• 
ing during use. Although that approach worked well for the pre
liminary system designed to cx.plore multimodal Interpretation, 
we found that the cnnneclionist network was difficult 10 scale up 
when the task domain representation was significantly expanded 
in the new version. A semantic fritlllC merging scheme w:IS found 
to work much beuer on the lnrger and more complex action space. 
ahhoueh we had to sacrifice the incremental learning capability. 

Figure I shows a block diagram of the Jeanie system. The 
individual modality components (speech, gesture, and handwrit
ing recogni1.ers) are separate modules that can be replaced with 
case:, The catendat lnterl'uco embodies domain knowledge und 
servos to isolate task,speciflo components. The heart of the system 
is the mu!Umodal agent which interprets user input and perfonns 
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FIGURE 1: The Jennie multimodal calendar 
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requested opcrntlons through the calendar interface. This sect.ion 
describes the calendar interface and the modality processors. The 
next sccrlon presents ihe multimodal agcm ancl the multlmodal 
mtcrprctation algorithm. 

2.1. Calendar Interface 
The object•orlented calendar lmcrface Is based 011 !CAL, a 

public domain calendar prograni developed by Sanjay Ghe.mawat 
at MIT. We extended !CAL 10 suppon a weekly view and clienV 
server operations. 1l1e rnultimodal agent acting m; n client of the 
calendar interface can query it for information such as gesture 
contexts (sec Section 2.2) and ask rhe interface 10 carry ot,t sclled. 
uling operations which include adding, removing, and changing 
appointments and notes. 

2,2. Modality Pl'O(:essor.; 
Inputs captured by a speech recorder and a touch-sensitive 

screen lire processed by separate recognizers for each modality. 
Sema11llc frames extracted from recognizer outputs are merged by 
the multimodal interpreter to arrive at a unille<l imerpretatlorl as 
described in Section 3. 

Speech. Our speech recognition subsystem is based on the 
recognition front-end of the JANUS speech t.ronslarion system 
[8][9] which is capable of processing Spcaker-indcpcnrlent, spon• 
1aneous spec<:h ~nd was trained on human-hum;m dialogs in the 
appointment scheduling domain. On a small data set of 128 uner
anccs collected in user study e~periments, the word recognition 
rate was 82%: if we take into account insertion. substittotion. ancl 
deletion errors, the word accuracy is 76%. 

C';esture. In earlier implementations we employed a gesture 
n:~ognition mOtlulc [21 based un a TDNN classifier fto). The 
present implementation increases flexibili ty by decomposing ges• 
tures into sequences of strokes recognized ~s b:isic shapes such as 
lines, arcs, arrows. circles, cmsscs ... Each gesture component is 
augmented by gesture ccmtcxls lndic;iting sp~tial relationships 
hetwccn the gesture and nearby objects in lhe calendar interfoce. 
The current imple111c111arion of the gesture recognizer uses simple 

template matching and docs not perform well on noisy input. A 
version bused on the hwidwriling recognition algorithm described 
below is being developed and should greatly improve recognition 
perfom1mce. 

H:rndwri!ing. Our handwrititlg recognizer developed by 
S1efan Manke at University of Karlsnihc based on the MS-TONN 
fl 11 is capable of processing writer-independent, continuous (cur. 
sivc) handwriting (12] a1 a recognition rate of over 90% on a 
20,000-word vocabulary. Handwriting recognition is performed 
only when the gesture recog11i1.cr cannot identify the input s1rokes 
us basic shapes. This simple heuristic works fine for true cursive 
handwriting hut can mistalce wriling strokes for gestures when lt 
encounters printed block letters. This was unfortunately the case 
for some of the data collected in our user study; in ~ddirior1 most 
of rhe collected handwriting included uppercase letters ror which 
the recognizer was nor rr~ined. These facts combined with ges
tures that were not adequately covered by templates led to a com
biocd gcsturc/h~ndwriting recogrutlon rate of only 32%. 

3. MULTIMODAL INTERPRETATION BY 
SEMANTIC FRAME MERGING 

The multimodal lnierpreter is responsible fur producing an inter
pretation of user intent (i.e., a command to send to the calendar 
interface) from the output of the modality processors. We repre
sent this lmcrpreratlon as a frame consisting of slots specifying 
pieces of information such ns the action to carry out or the date 
and lime of a meeting. Recognition output from the l(lodallty pro• 
cesS0ti; arc parsed intu partially filled frames that are merged 
together lo produce the combir,ed inrerpreimion. The underlymg 
algorithm is domain-independent although the encoding of infor
mation in frames must necessarily depend on the task domain. 

TI1is frame merging technique represents a much extended 
and improved implememation of the approach sketched in (2). It 
leads to uniform handling of high-level informa1lu11 from all input 
sources, which is very important for modularity and extensibility. 
To add another inpu1 modality we nr.cd only provide a mod11le 10 
cuJ'ven low-level recognizer output \u a partially filled frame to 
he merged witb others. In addition, context information CM be 
retained across input events by merging with previous interprera. 
lion frames as implemented in uur dialog processor (Section 3.3). 

3.1. Parsing Inputs From lndlvldual Modalities 
The text string output frorn the speech recognizer Is pro

cessed by the Phoenix semantic parser developed by Ward [ 13). 
The parser compiles a grammar specifying semantically meaning• 
ful fragments of text into an efficient recurrent transition network 
that identlfie.~ these fragmeot• in Hie rccognlzetl t111erance. h I~ 
capable of skipping unknown words and unmatched fragments 
and can therefore deal gracefully with ungrammatlc11I sontenees. 
The concepts identified by the parser serve lo dctcrmino, which 
slots of the speech frame should be filled and what .~cores should 
be assigned to the slot values. 

The gcsturc/handwritins recognizers produce a sequence of 
gesrure/handwrillng components. The same gesture shape may 
mea_n different things depending on the calendar context sur
rounding it: for instance, a line across an appointment may Indi
cate deletion but the same lino falling on an empty time slot may 
visually describe a new mccling to he schedukd. In the present 
impletnentation c,f Jeanie. ees111res and handwritten wordt "'" 
encoded into frames according tu simple hard-c.oded h~uristics. 
The development of a grammar ro drive this process may become 
necessnry fOr more complex gestures wid operations. 
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FIGURE 2: Example of interpretation using fnunrs 
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3.2. Mrri:ing Frtunes and Edractiog Hypotheses 
F'r~mes Pre merged by taking Lhc union or Lhc sets of values 

filling each slots and adding corresponding scores. E:mbeddcd 
frames are merged recursively. This produces an aggregate frame 
encoding all iutemative interpretation hypotheses. The muhhno
dal intcrprclcr extracts these hypo1heses in descending order of 
aggregate scores and sends the best ones to the dialog processor. 
Pigure 2 shows an cita.JJ1plc ta.ken from our a.cltJal test data. 

3.3. Dialog Processing 
A dialog between a user and the system can span several 

related multiniocfal events, where each even! may contain one or 
more spoken utterances anclfor pen gestures. The dialog processor 
maintains a single frame per dialog to hold all information 
obtained since the Slart of the dialog; new information from cnch 
additional input event is merged in10 this frame and lhe scores are 
weighted appropriately so that frames produced by different input 
events in the same dialog con1ribute equally to the encl result. 

The domain-Independent dialog processor also consults the 
domain interface (i.e., lhe c-alcndar in this case) to filter out 
hypotheses th111 would cause domain errors such .is missing or 
conflicting parameters. If it fails to find an acrcptablc hypothc.s!s 
with a high enough score, ii uses the error information returned by 
lhc domain interface to construct an appropriate fccdbac]< mes• 
sage to guide the user (only 1hls proee/is depends on ~he task 
domain). As soon as a good hypothesis is found, the dialog pro
cessor sends lt 10 the domain interface as the operation 10 carry 
out and starts a new dialog. The user has the option of undoing the 
operation jus1 performed if it is incorrect 

4. USER STUDY AND DATA COLLECTION 
In order to create a useful and robust multimodal system. we need 
to find out how people would use a system with such c:,pabilitic:s. 
We have begun a series of experiment~ following the WlzarcJ-of
Oz paradigm [6}, In which the test subjects were p,e,;enteJ with 

!he Jeanie calendar interface and n hidden operator takes place of 
the renl system in interpreting and carrying out multimod:11 com
mands. In parallel with the design or Jeanie, we conducted pilol 
experiments that contributed to the design of the frame represen• 
talion for our Lask domain and yielded preliminary test data to 
evaluate the system. 

Before thG pilot experiment we conducted some smnll pre
liminary experiments to find out the types of gesmres and speech 
people would use to make changes to a schedule, ~nd to see if one 
modality was preferred ovet the other for certain ta.sks. That infor
mation was used to design pilot experiments thal would illicit a 
mixture of speech and gestures Crum the te,1 subject~. Tu get a 
variety of g4i!stures 1ha1 people mlgh1 use the lest subjects were 
first asked to make changes to a schedule using gestures only In 
any way they like. The same experiment was then repeated asking 
subjects to use speech only. 

f!or the pilot experiments subjects were asked to make the 
changes by citlier giving voice commands or drawing on 1he touch 
screen or any combination of the two. Based on observations from 
the preliminary experiments we sct1led 011 lns1ructlng subjects by 
giving them a printed calendar with handwritten changes using as 
few words as possible and varying the wording to avoid $pecch 
contamination. 

8 test subjects were use(! and a total of 13 trials were dot\e for 
the prcllminury nnd first set of pilot tests. TI1e second pilot experi
ment consisted of 8 trials for 4 subjcc1s using 1wo completely dif
ferent ca.lendar, lo include a greater variety of tasks. In the pilot 
tests ii was observed that some subjects preferred to use gesrures 
more often, some preferred speech, others mixed the two. It was 
also observed tha1 some tasks proved 10 be much easier 10 Jo by 
one method or !lie other; In ll1osc cases subject~ thOsc ihc easier 
method regardless of general preference. 

The pl101 experiments showed, among other things, 1ha1 test 
subjects often referred to a calendar evem by using the name of a 
person Ot even1. not just by a date nnd time; in addition, some sub
jects gnvc implied commands such as "On Tue.-;day I'm rnec1ing 
wilh Bill, Tony, ;md Melanie" instead of ''Add Tony and Melanie 
to the meeting with Bill on Tuesday". 'l'es1 subjects wilh Huie 
computer experience tended to use implied commands most often, 
although we still do not have enough data 10 confirm such trends. 
The above observations significantly influenced the design of the 
frame representation. 

S. PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE 
EVALUATION 

From out pilot Wizard-of-Qi experiments we obtained a small 
data set consisting of 185 multimodal events (77 speech-alone 
event,;, 57 pen-alone events, and 51 combination events). We tran
scrihcd each spoken llltera.nce and pen gestun:/handwrl1ing as 
well as passing them through the modality rccogni7.ers. Results 
for all-transcribed inputs give u~ an idea of the performance of the 
multimodal Interpreter, while results t'or recognized inputs offer 
some indication of performance degradation due to reeognition 
errors. 

The top.scored hypothesis produced by the interpreter for 
each input cvenl is classified as perfect, ok (producing the 
intended result despite nol being strictly correct), ambiguous 
(score too close to the next best hYPothe,sis), partially bad (moslly 
correct except for one parameter), or bad. Table l shows the per• 
r.,,nnuncc ri:,,;ul!s for the pilot data. The pen data from the first 
pi101 exp:ril)lent could b~ lranscribcd but was unusable for recog• 
l\ition he~au~c of a flaw in the recording module which wils cor-
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TABLE 1: Multimodal interpretation performance 
(TS/l'P; tran.rcrlbed speech/pen, RS/RP; rec()9nii"'1 spucli/pen) 

number perfect ok ambi. partially bad 
of inputs (%) (%) (%) bad(%) (%) 

TSfTP 185 78 2 7 3 10 

RS/TJ> 185 57 5 16 6 16 

TS/RP 100 49 2 26 9 14 

RS/RP 100 28 7 29 12 24 

rectcd for the second pilot experirnent; because of this the bottom 
ha!{ of the table shows results for only the data set collected in this 
second e,q:>eriment. 

In the absence of recognitlon errors the muhimodal inter
preter will do the right thing 80% or the time (total of the p srfecr 
and ok columns), which is adequate for a usable system. At the 
other end of the spectrum the lntcrpret,1tio11 rate for all-recognized 
inpul1 is only 35%. a direct result of the poor 32% gesture/hand
writing rccognhlon rate. 

The second row of the table shows that with a 76% word 
accuracy in speech recognition the interpretnrion rate drops to 
62%. A closer analysis reveals that of the 18% that went from 
good lo bad, about 15% occut'l'ed on speech-only events and oniy 
3% occurred on combined speech/pen evems. To put it another 
way. 27 of 77 (:035%) speech-only events caused interpretation 
errors due to speech recognition errors, compared to only 6 of 51 
(=12%) combined evc11ts. Oo the pen-input side (only for the sec
ond data set of 100 input events), 11 of 18 (=61%) pen-only 
events caused Interpretation errors due to gesture/handwrlling rec
osnition errors, compared to 19 of 39 ("'49%) combined events. 
·111e sample ls too small to ussert any srntistical significance, but 
this may be an indication of cross-modal redundancy al work. 

We also observe that one significant effect of recognition 
errors is to increase the number of ambiguous outputs, more than 
the number of incorrect outputs. Recognition errors obviously 
reduce the amount of information available for interpretation, 
thereby causing more confusion. In inte111ctive mode, the dialog 
processor can prompt the user with judicious guidance messages 
to supply clarifying information that could resolve nmbiguitics. 

6. CONCLUSION 
We huvc presented an archicccture capable of joim huerpretation 
of rnultimodal inputs and an example or a speech- and pen
enabled application using that :1rchitecture. The interpretation 
engine combines multiple input source,_~ in a uniform and flexible 
way. The dialog processor maintaius context information actoss 
input events and produces eomext-se11sltive feedback to the user. 
The interpretation error rate is not unduly high but recognition 
errors may degrade performance significantly; however, we have 
seen indications that cross-modal redundancy can partly compcn• 
sate for this degr~da1ion. 

The pilot experiments have shown th~! th,; typ., of 1a.~ks we 
used in our Wi7.ard setup will provide data for gesture, speech and 
a mixture of the two and will therefore he useful for the develop
ment and training of the Jeanie system. We are working on col• 
le<:ting more data to evaluate the system more fully, improve 
recognition rates, and refine parsing grammars. Eiqieriments with 
the actual system in the loop rather than a Wit.an;! operator are 
also being planned. Future stutlies should include experiments 10 
inve~tigatc rurthcr the effect of cross-modal synergy in lite pres-

cnce of recognition et'l'OrS to prove conclusively mir intuitive 
assertions about the benefits of multi modal integration, 
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